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Background
The healthcare system's evolving dynamics have resulted in higher patient acuity levels,
necessitating a reevaluation of nurse staffing.

Insufficient staffing undermines patient safety and outcomes, leading to nurse burnout and turnover.

Mandated minimum nurse-to-patient ratios have enhanced nurse retention, increased job
satisfaction, and decreased nurse injuries (Twigg et al., 2021).

Such staffing levels correlate with reduced patient mortality, fewer medical complications, and
shortened hospital stays, leading to substantial cost savings for healthcare facilities (Twigg et al.,
2021; Griffiths et al., 2021).

Increasing a nurse's patient load by one patient is associated with a 16% increase in patient mortality,
emphasizing the critical need for optimal staffing ratios (Lasater et al., 2021).

Implementing these ratios could prevent numerous deaths annually and significantly reduce hospital
expenditures (Lasater et al., 2021).

Recommendations

Current nurse-to-patient ratios significantly compromise the quality of patient care, leading to
increased mortality rates, prolonged hospital stays, and elevated healthcare costs.
H.R. 2530 advocates for mandated nurse-to-patient ratios to ensure superior patient outcomes and
enhance hospital efficiency.
Adequate staffing ratios are essential to improve healthcare quality and patient safety.

Establishing legislated nurse staffing ratios is pivotal for bolstering nurse recruitment, retention, and
the overall quality of patient care.

Evidence
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Engage with frontline nursing staff to gain insights and recommendations for practical improvements.

Staffing committees should predominantly consist of nurses engaged in direct patient care to ensure
realistic and effective staffing policies.

Adopt a public reporting mechanism for hospital staffing levels to enhance accountability and
transparency, encouraging hospitals to adhere to mandated staffing ratios.


